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In this issue we focus on:
l The European Leaders’ summit buys time for the Eurozone
l But what about Portugal and Greece?
l And what’s happening next beyond Europe?
l So what does all this mean for pensions?

The European Leaders’ summit buys time for the Eurozone
‘What happens next’ has long been the writer’s key to holding readers’ attention; it was always good fun in “A
Question of Sport” and is an essential part of the structure of many of TV’s serialised dramas. In Economics, the
‘what happens next’ game is one of the most testing and difficult of all challenges, because neither predictability
of outcome nor recognition of options can ever be taken for granted. On such matters, fortunes are won and lost.

It was just two months ago that the future of the Euro looked very bleak indeed. But then we had a European
Leaders’ “summit” when the plans for the strengthening of the European Financial Stability Fund (EFSF) were
sketched in and the principle of a new Fiscal Contract between Eurozone members was agreed. 

Since then, the ECB has printed and lent nearly €500bn to 523 troubled European banks in the first of two, 3-year
refinancing operations – sort of Quantitative Easing by another name. The ECB’s new lending, together with robust
statements from its new President, Mario Draghi, were not in themselves sufficient to restore confidence to the
financial markets – but most crucially, they bought time. 

But what about Portugal and Greece?
In the 2 months since the Summit, the absence of further crises and the growing hope that the Euro just might
make it through has caused most European Government Bond yields to contract and equities to gain ground.
Portugal and Greece are the only exceptions to these calming events. 

The disaster that is the Greek economy is recognised by all – it now seems to rest on how much of a “haircut”
creditor countries and their national banks can be persuaded to take. As an indication to the certainty of this, we
note that the yield on Greek 2 year Government Bonds is nearing 200%! Meanwhile, concern over Portugal’s
economic difficulties has eased - with the yield on its’ 10 yr Bonds coming back from over 17% to a mere 13½%.
Very frightening territory but perhaps not quite so doom laden? 

And what’s happening next beyond Europe?
In the wider world, a lessening in the rate of growth of GDP this year is either anticipated or already underway
across the globe. But there is a huge difference between reduction in the rate of growth and the zero or negative
growth expectations of most economies in the West for, despite the stagnation across much of Europe, oil prices
remain near a four year peak, the demand for all metals continues unchecked and global food prices show no
sign of easing. 

So what does all this mean for pensions?
We all recognise that interest rates and Gilt yields have a major influence upon return on capital and ultimately,
upon pension income. This recession is now well into its third year and the current domestic climate of rising
prices, zero growth, a stagnant housing market and growing unemployment all combine to present a gloomy
picture. But remember that this gloom is an essentially local problem – and a moment’s reflection reminds us that
we’ve been here before.
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The UK has experienced three previous recessions in the last 40 years: In mid 1970’s (oil crisis, miners’ strike, 3
day week, high inflation) in the early 1980’s (12% unemployment, Winter of Discontent, high inflation) and in the
early 1990’s (ERM departure, house price crash, negative equity, high unemployment and high inflation). Each of
these earlier recessions persisted for about 2 years – although on each occasion, the economy as a whole endured
low growth for longer periods.

Now I am not about to suggest that because earlier recessions led to a recovery in the 3rd or 4th year, history is
about to repeat itself. No, every recession is different and this one embraces many more countries than just the
UK. But look beyond the besieged economies of Europe and consider the remarkably bullish economies of China,
India, Malaysia, South America, parts of Africa and even Russia. No recession in these areas – slower growth
perhaps (i.e. slowing down from going dangerously fast) - but definitely no recession.

What then, do we draw from this? Firstly, that our recession is not a world recession. Growth continues apace in
much of the developing world – a little slower perhaps but continuing strong growth. Secondly, it’s beginning to
seem possible that the acute Euro crisis may be easing – seemingly with the exit of Greece from the Eurozone.
And thirdly, that even before the current financial storms begin to pass, the equity markets will anticipate a recovery
in corporate fortunes, well in advance of the emergence of hard evidence to confirm it. Is it possible that the initial
indications of these events might be the contraction of Government Bond yields and the welcome gains in the
FTSE this week?

These tiny events lead me to question the current disposition of many pension fund assets – and the way in which
trustees’ capital might be better positioned to balance risk and protect future value. 

A ‘no risk’ route of cash deposits will have delivered actual loss of real value, when measured against inflation. If
domestic deposit yields are to remain unchanged for another year or so (as seems likely) the impetus to seek
investment returns that will (at least) protect value against inflation, is that much stronger. With the return on UK
Government Stock having moved to all time lows, there seems little prospect of ‘gilts’ delivering any return
commensurate with the potential loss of value that any future rise in yield might deliver.  Commercial property may
well now offer bargain basement opportunities – but property acquisition is normally a long term strategy that must
incorporate rental yield prospects and an eventual disposal plan.

Perhaps, very soon, it will be time to look again at fund asset class apportionment and relative risk exposure. And
maybe, equities might offer a better opportunity to balance risk with reward than we have seen for many a long
month.

Robert Taylor
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